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ABSTRACT

New approximate models for external acoustics interacting with flexible structures are developed. The
basic form of the present models is obtained by a combination of the Laplace-transformed retarded and
advanced potentials. It is shown that the maximum attainable time-derivative of convergent approximate
models is two, hence any attempt to include higher orders will lead to non-convergent models. The basic
model is subsequently modified from the consistency considerations of the resulting frequency response
functions. The resulting model is expressed in terms of a free parameter that represents the weight of the
retarded vs. advanced potential characteristics, and consistent in terms of capturing the correct impulse
response. Hence, the present approximate model is well suited for acoustic-field determinations and
inverse acoustic identification applications.

PROPOSED APPROXIMATION

The starting point of the proposed acoustic-structure interaction is the following modified form of
Kirchhoff’s integral wave equation [1, 2]:
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Present modified potential : φmod(Q, t̄) = 1
2(1− χ)φr + 1

2(1 + χ)φa

Retarded potential: φr = φ(Q, t− r/c)
Advanced potential: φa = φ(Q, t + r/c)

(1)

where φmod is the modified velocity potential, r is the distance from P to a typical point Q on the
surface S; ∂/∂n denotes differentiation along the outward normal to S; ε is the solid angle that takes on
(1, 0.5, 0) depending on whether the point Q is within the acoustic domain, on the surface S, or inside



the enclosed surface S, respectively; χ is the weighting parameter; and, tr = (t− R
c ) and ta = (t + R

c )
denote the retarded time and the advanced time, respectively.

A key idea of the present formulation is to attain a temporally stable, numerically accurate approxima-
tion of the following Laplace-transformed modified potential:

φ̄mod = [
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(1 + χ)esr/c] φ̄(Q, s) (2)

After a careful expansion of of the above modified potential in Laplace-domain and substituting the var-
ious velocity potential expressions by the pressure p and the particle velocity on the structural surface
u, the following parameterized second-order external acoustic model has been formulated:

s2XAp(P, s) + sc(I + X)A1p(P, s) + c2B2p(P, s) = s2ρcXAu(P, s) + sρc2A1u(P, s)
u = −∂φ/∂n, p = ρφ̇
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∫
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Au(P, s) =
∫
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(3)

where X is the discrete counterpart of the weighting parameter, χ, of the retarded and advanced poten-
tials. Details of selecting the weighting parameter will be discussed in the companion presentation, Part
II [3].

CONCLUSION

An improved pressure-field governing equation has been developed for the modelling of external acous-
tic field interacting with flexible structures. The proposed model can be implemented using the available
boundary integral matrices. The present parameterized model will be shown to yield improved accuracy
than the DAA2[4] approximation as discussed in Part II.
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